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Problem solving

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This presentation is about implementing POP.We all know the theory. Here outline the principles of Pop from academic perspective i.e. Herman Goldstein’s paper in 1979 and how this way of working was seen to be different.Use audience to show how our behaviour is predictable and repetitive. Extend this to victims, offenders, locations.Contextualise that with other criminological theory of that time which said ‘nothing worked’.Underline the importance of a policing philosophy and how it impacts on the community.Use Gloria Laycock’s quote that knowing all this ‘doing POP’ is a ‘no brainer’The big question is why then do so many forces fail in their efforts?This presentation attempts to demistify the reasons and show how they can be reversed!Set out, what’s in it for the audience: Presentation attempts to offer the following:For senior leaders of an organisation we hope to provide a blueprint to implement organisational wide change.For manager’s hopefully provide you with information to enhance your team’s problem solving approach.Finally we hope that no matter what your level of understanding on problem solving we will enhance your knowledge on the issue of implementation and you will take some lessons from the mistakes we have made and the experiences we have had.



Our journey

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain how this presentation was initially to be done with Ian McPherson (Norfolk Police UK). Ian unable to be here and has asked Simon to fill his shoes. Presentation about a journey: Explain Ian / Stuart’s career paths. Started off in Lancashire – asked to bring POP. Went to SDPD looked at good practice. Analysed what we felt was principles of strong implementation - breadth of the approach in SDPD – how the whole organisation was oriented to this perspective.Speak of how brought POP to Lancashire. Then careers diverged. Stuart kept academic interest and UK profile, Ian went to Merseyside and North Yorks where looked to implement approach. When became CC of Norfolk asked Simon to implement POP in Norfolk and ‘hired’ Stuart to help him.



SanDiego PD

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Examine SDPD in 1997 simple brief – explore and evaluate whether policing was done differently and whether it was effectiveSaw some great initiatives, and some great people. Anecdote: retirement homeWe also spoke to some people who didn’t support the approach but did it anyway..that was really interesting (more about people later). Anecdote: ‘deadheads’Also impressed how the organisation enhanced rather than inhibited problem solving (something not seen in many places) - anecdotes. 



...and so on to Lancashire, England

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain implementation of POP in Lancashire. Holistic approach which looked at significant infrastructure changes.Also used project management methodology to guarantee implementation. 



So the challenge was to transform the Norfolk 
Constabulary into a problem solving Force

Scanning: The objective (or problem) was clear. The Norfolk 
Constabulary had been exposed but not really engaged with 
the process. There was little or no evidence of its use at 
operational or organisational level. The aim was for the force to 
become world class in ‘problem solving’ within three years.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain Norfolk Constabulary area. It is in the South East of England, has a population of 820k, diverse communities (75 languages spoken), has 4m visitors a year due to its tourism. The county is policed by 1668 police officers, 1400 police staff, 900 volunteers and 280 members of the special constabulary. Mention cultural survey and current problem solving.Implementation of POP in Norfolk was to be  conducted on SARA methodology.



Analysis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In any problem solving analysis is critical so you can tailor the most effective response.The first thing we did was to get a large group representing each geographical area and department, each level of supervision, and each section of the organisation: police, community support officer, and  civilian staff. We then worked through a number of exercises, setting a baseline of where the force was in relation to problem solving. We were able to get a clear and evidence based picture in terms of staff, level of understanding, leadership, and supporting processes.We have found a number of  consistent issues wherever we go and we saw the same in Norfolk. We would like to discuss these in more detail – in fact they are such commonly held misconceptions that we have come to refer to them as POP myths.



Myth 1: Officers understand what 
problem solving is.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the first myth. That officers believe they know what problem solving is. We have found that POP is  such a generic term that it gets interpreted in different ways.We have found the following clip to be useful. It shows (rather tongue in cheek) a police force attempting to rid itself of a local drug problem .When shown this clip about 25% of officers say this is ‘problem solving’ due to the fact it has clearly identified the problem and has introduced interventions which have eradicated the problem. We have found, through experience, that it is useful to differentiate problem solving initiatives from proactive policing initiatives. Both are important but only problem solving offers a sustainable solution to the problem. It has also been a common finding that staff always benefit from practical examples being used to support the theory.



Myth 2: Police officers are natural 
problem solvers!

Subject 1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are no studies in the USA or England which have found evidence for a specific ‘police culture’ however, Clucas (in: Colman and Gorman, 1982) identified from a group of officers in an English force that they shared a number of character traits, steadfast, resistant to change, with a preference for safe, traditional and conventional behaviour, hardly the attributes of individuals keen to engage in new strategies with partners.  There is little doubt that the actions and attitudes of individuals are intrinsically moulded by the organisation is which they operate, which has been carved by the tradition that has gone on before -the stories of the organisation and the experiences of colleagues, who officers are often reliant upon.  Add to this individual perspective the different cultural, structural and organisational profiles, competing demands and conflicting performance indicators it is easy to see why problem solving can be so challenging at all levels of an organisation. This type of officer (although we also saw the same phenomenon in low service Community Support Officers and admin staff) is one of the most resistant to POP. He/ she has a clear perspective on life and knows what their values are. In their mind the organisation is there to deliver a clear service which detects crime and intervenes to stop disorder.Although they may understand what problem solving is they don’t feel this is work the police organisation should involve themselves in.This type of member of staff benefits from a carrot and stick approach in relation to incentivising the to engage in this type of activity.Mentioned SDPD earlier – if this type of officer can be made to engage in this then results are often impressive.



Subject 2
• “Here he is, coming 
downstairs now, bump, 
bump, bump, on the back of 
his head, behind Christopher 
Robin. It is, as far as he 
knows, the only way of 
coming downstairs but 
sometimes he feels that 
there really is another way if 
only he could stop bumping 
for a moment and think of 
it.”      A.A. Milne

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As AA Milne wrote...Many members of staff suffer from this. They realise there is a better way but are so busy firefighting that they need to be supported to deliver it. They will often cite lack of resources, lack of time rather than individual issues as the reason for their inablity to problem solve. This is why infrastructure changes are so important as are training and mentoring in other softer skills i.e. time management, meeting management.



Subject 3

The scary / inspiring ones

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the scary / inspiring ones.They see the opportunity and they fly with it. They have a real vision in terms of what they can do and how they can deliver it.We think this type of individual falls into two types. The first are very quirky and think very laterally (a bit too laterally at times as they will look to redesign society). This type of individual needs to be coached in terms of attention to detail and implementation issues.The second type continually deliver quality problem solving initiatives. Many of those will be here today!The obvious but critical point here is don’t expect everyone to grasp the theory and implementation of POP the same way at the same speed. Be it a Police Force, Division or team tailor your development accordingly.



Myth 2: It is the ‘analysis’ and 
‘assessment’ which is done badly

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Staying with practitioners we turn to our second myth.The literature often argues that it is analysis and assessment sections of problem solving that are neglected. Our experience has shown this is true but the ‘scanning’ element, the actual defining of the problem, is often done badly and sets the wrong path from the outset.There is a great example posted on the internet about Quantas (allegedly the safest airline in the world). Shows how the engineers became so frustrated with the pilots over their inability to define the problem that they became slightly facetious:i.e. Pilot leaves note, “Left inside tyre almost needs replacement” (Engineer replies, “almost replaced left inside tyre”). There are 5 other examples.The point to be made here is that the problem needs to be properly identified and quantified. Until this is done it is difficult to do proper analysis or tailor the intervention effectively.  



Myth 3: Leaders know what 
implementing POP means for their 

organisation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We now want to leave practitioners and turn to Police leaders. During 2004 there was a national UK review in which the vast majority of Police Chiefs said they were a problem solving organisation. However when their staff were asked they tended to disagree. Don’t want to demean police leaders (we are / have been one ourselves). The point we would try to make is that POP is fundamentally different to enforcement based approaches to policing (and include intelligence led policing in that). As such police leaders shouldn’t expect to understand all the issues without further research.International experience has provided lots of evidence to show that some leaders have enthusiastically gone down this route (for all the right reasons), without properly thinking it through.For example there are some key strategic decisions for Police leaders if they fully commit to this philosophy of policing. Some say that only parts of their force will engage with problem solving, normally beat officers. Does that mean that detectives and support staff have no need for problem solving, that they don’t continually deal with reoccurring issues.We know that’s not true. In SDPD, Lancashire and now Norfolk all areas were asked to identify problems, and this runs from sickness issues, administrative issues, to invoicing issues. For some of these changes to be made infrastructure changes need to be made. For example you can’t impact on sickness figures if you don’t monitor the issues and intervene quickly to get people back to work. You can’t change the invoicing system without authorisation from senior managers. You can’t provide a localised flexible service if all your resources are locked into a centralist bureaucracy.For a Police Force to be oriented in this direction all senior leaders should understand what this means and the ramifications of such an approach should be made explicit.In Norfolk all leaders have attended a specific workshop and have signed up to a clear action plan in terms of where the Force is going in this regard. How many police leaders have done the same?



Myth 4: Once you get partners on 
board, POP is easy.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We regularly see a lack of knowledge about what partners can do. There often seems a lack of understanding of their role, their influence, and internal systems. Where does someone go in your organisation to get that information and how accessible is it?The Police often speak about partners as if they are a single entity. How often do we hear “the partners aren’t interested” or “the partners are obstructive / to slow to act”. Well you should hear what some of the partners have to say about the Police!There are two points here. The first is about the partner agency itself. Each has a particular perspective on the issue and they will have their normal way of looking at things. The second point is we are all individuals – can you think of a colleague you would rather a member of your family didn’t have to deal with? Or can you imagine the response of some if a partner approached requesting help with something?So remember:Partner agencies are diverse and can be personality driven (just like the police), so be tolerant and understanding.Partner agencies have a different perspective and a different culture – again be understanding and tolerant.Biggest mistake I’ve seen is not to embrace them as genuine partners but have already decided what you want them to do.



Problem Solving – 8 top tips
1. Problem solving initiatives are different to pro‐active policing initiatives.
2. The intervention and level of effort you put into the problem solving initiative 

should be proportionate to the scale of the problem. 
3. Scanning – You should define the problem as clearly as you can. This includes: 

defining the scale of the problem; where it is happening, when it is happening; 
and with whom it takes place. 

4. Assessment ‐ It is easier to set out your assessment criteria straight after you have 
defined the problem. 

5. Analysis – Your analysis should not describe the problem, that should be done in 
the scanning section. The analysis section should explain what it is about the 
features of the location, victim, or offender that make the problem continue. 

6. Response‐ Identify a number of alternatives and then select the most realistic 
approach to achieve in terms of time, resources and cost. Also plan the 
implementation.

7. Assessment – Make sure you do it! You don’t know if it has worked unless you 
check.

8. Partners. Involve people who have a stake in the problem as early as possible as 
they will be able to analyse it and provide ideas for a suitable response. Be 
tolerant of them if they want to do things differently than you do, they will be 
experiencing the same issues!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our experience found a number of points kept reccuring and these were voted the top tips by Norfolk officers. We don’t propose to go through them now we merely post them for future reference.



RESPONSE: The 3 principles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We know Policing is often under pressure for short term results so we appreciate the need for short / medium as well as long term plans. POP is there to improve policing so approaches need to be flexible to fit it.We are also very aware of implementation failure which we explained earlier.Therefore when the Norfolk action plan was put together we put a rigorous accountability structure around it. Although all signed up to it Simon was responsible for its delivery. Of course the actual plan will differ across different Forces, as it will be tailored to the current status of that individual Force. However we believe that the principles remain constant and that’s what we want to talk through now. We feel we have a template which can guide any Police Force through the critical elements of having a POP orientation.



Principle 1: The organisation is committed to the 
principles of POP

• Relates to staff at all levels 
– leadership critical

• A clear plan

• Communicate what is 
expected

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is such a critical point. The ideal position is:The Chief Officers are explicit in supporting POP (if the Chief Officer team is not committed to POP (especially the Chief) in our experience it is of limited use implementing POP at an organisational level as it has little chance of survival. Many of us will be able to think of examples where the Chief has made great inroads only to move on and it wither on the vine as his / her replacement hasn’t the same understanding and enthusiasmSecondly if ‘problem solving’ has any chance of becoming common practice it needs to relate to all staff within the organisation. All are expected to embrace this approach no matter what role they perform and understand what is expected of them in terms of outputs and outcomes. Again there is a significant responsibility on leaders within the organisation to communicate this to all staff.Third, there is a coherent plan which embeds problem solving across the organisation.Fourth, there is a clear performance management framework in place that tests whether problem solving is working.Finally the plan should be effectively communicated to all staff.



Principle 2: The organisation develops its people to be 
problem solvers (motivation and knowledge)

• Selection and induction

• Training and 
development (including 
with partners)

• Staff are mentored on 
live POP initiatives 
(champions)

• Staff are rewarded.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The organisation needs to orientate itself from the outset to entice recruits who understand and are able to problem solve. As such recruitment information and selection criteria should involve problem solving.Similarly probationary training should involve problem solving and staff should only progress when they have shown they can put this into practice (rather than just understand the theory)Ideally training would include partners (both as trainers and students). One off training  doesn’t work on its own it has to be supplemented by a wider supportive network of development i.e. Champions. Also there needs to be a process of continuous improvement in place.Finally it is important that people who do well in this regard are rewarded. Too often reward systems are focused on police officers for such things as arrests, rather than improved outcomes.



Principle 3: The structure, capacity, tools and 
leadership exist at relevant level to deliver POP

• Officers at all levels have clearly 
defined responsibility (annual 
assessment)

• Properly skilled staff with relevant 
accountability and empowerment

• Flexible use resources

• Operational systems help not hinder

• Investment in analysis 

• Available and relevant information 
(which is shared)

• Case management / evaluation

• Managing repeat demand

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally need to ask yourself, if you are a manager) do I allow my staff the flexibility to engage in problem solving or do I hinder it?Do the systems provided help or make it more difficult? We have seen some great systems across the world:We have seen money devolved and flexible for staff to use small amounts of money quickly to provide POP solutions.We have seen open systems allowing police / public / partners to know what is going on and to help in POP initiatives.We have seen systems which merge data from crime, calls for service, disorder, nuisance, and intelligence so the full picture can be found.We have seen amazing empowerment in action. Conversely we have seen the opposite. It is not just relevant for you as managers. If you are neighbourhood officers consider the way you manage your local residents and businesses. Do you make it easy for the to help themselves – do you encourage and empower them?



Assessment: Using a POP approach in Norfolk
• Change vehicle 
document process –
saves 2.2 police officers 
and 0.75 support staff!

• Top 5 addresses – saved 
£138k a year, potential 
save £6.2m a year!

• Geographic boundaries

• Shift patterns  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The CC came in and said immediately that POP or problem solving was key principle to the way business would be done.This had a dramatic impact as he started relating this to strategic as well as tactical issues, organisational as well as operational matters. He used the template that Stuart had provided and systematically consulted with all representatives of the Constabulary to establish where the Constabulary currently was as a problem solving force and what action he needed to take to improve to be a ‘world class’ force.The 33 stage action plan (which would follow the same principles but change dependent on individual tactics) was rigorously implemented to create the infrastructure that could sustain this approach.At the same time organisational and operational POP initiatives were encouraged and implemented. Operational examplesStrategic examples. We policed Norfolk using a BCU model (explain – also used many areas US) and a shift pattern where people would work 12 hours, work for 4 days and then had 4 days off. This was no longer fit for purpose. Explain analysis of new policing issues, transnationalism, new mobility. Also it was costly, wasn’t responsive enough to what the public wanted, and didn’t put the resources where they were needed. It was treated as a problem to be analysed and solved. We now have enhanced local accountability and supervision with resources where we most need them. It has also saved a considerable amount of money.
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